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CLUB: Sunset Beach Lifeguard Service
SURF LIFEGUARDS: Jane Griffiths, Alana
Ibbs, Sean Oliver, Katherine MacKenzie, Jack
Morgan, Michael Waldegrave, Jack Avery.

The situation became more serious as the group started to
drift closer to the rocks.
 
The IRB arrived and Jack Avery pulled two patients aboard
whilst Mikey assisted a third into the boat. Jack Avery then
drove to shore and dropped them off to Surf Lifeguards
waiting on the beach. 
 
The IRB went back out, and pulled two more teenagers into
the boat while the remaining two were swum back to shore
by Jack Morgan and Jane. 
 
The seven patients were assessed by the Surf Lifeguards. 
They were shaken by the experience and showed signs of
exhaustion after swimming against the rip.
 
Had it not been for the quick actions of all these lifeguards
it could have turned out a lot differently. The teenagers
were visitors to the beach and were inexperienced in surf
conditions.
 
It was the second after-hours mass rescue Sunset Beach
volunteers had carried out that month.
 
The communication from the Patrol Captain to delegate
tasks was precise and quick, the equipment was retrieved
easily, the management of assets, people and gear
on the beach was a slick operation and the first aid follow
ups were thorough.

Surf Lifeguards who were packing up after a day of patrolling
rescued seven teenage swimmers in serious danger. 
 
It was 5.05pm on February 16 and the Sunset Beach Lifeguard
Service volunteers had finished their patrol and were packing
up their gear when they spotted the seven swimmers in
danger. 
 
A flash rip occurred taking the swimmers by surprise which
then saw them heading towards the rock formation known as
Horseshoe.
 
Surf Lifeguard Jane Griffiths was sent out with a tube and fins
while fellow Surf Lifeguard Jack Morgan grabbed a rescue
board and paddled out to the group. 
 
An IRB was also launched by Jack Avery and Mikey
Waldegrave. 
 
Lifeguards Jack Morgan and Jane were first to reach the
group and calmed, reassured and kept the group of teenagers
afloat until the IRB arrived.


